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E’orce-test mea8nrenkata ip two-dimensional flow” have
been made in the N.ACA 4- by “S-foot vertical tunnel to
determine the aerodynamic cha~act~ristics of an NACA 0009
airfoil equipped with a double plain’ flap that consisted
of a plain forward flap having a chord 20 percent of the
airfoil chord (0,20c) and a plain rearmard flap having a
chord 15 percent of the airfoil chord,
The results of the present tests and a brief analysis
of previously obtained data indicated that, for positive
flap deflections at zero and positive angles of attack, a
sealed 0.20c double plain flap would produce more lift and
less hinge moment than a 0.50c single plain flap. The
small dou%le flap was not so effective as the large plain
flap i.nproducing positive lift at large nagativ~ angles
of attack. ‘i?ithcontrols free, the slope of the lift
curve of a surface having a 0.20c single or a 0.20c double
plain f’lao is more than twice that of a surface having a
0.50c pla;n f~ap. Although the stick hinge moments of a
small-chord double plain flap are much less than those of
a larger~chord Qipgla plain flap, they are still too great
for use on large high-speed airplanes. ‘ID order to func-
tion efficiently loth gaps of doutle. plain flaps should
be sealed. “
INTRODUCTION
The conventional contro~ surfaces used on most air-
planes consist of single flapq that generally have some
type of aerodynamic balan’ce and .qmall tabs for trim or
balance. The max~ruum deflections of thesq surfaces have
been fairly well standardized at about 15° or 20° for
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ailerons and at about 25° ox,30° far eleyators and rudders. ,’
These deflections in turn define the mechanical advantage
of the coatrol surfaces over-the control stick or pedals.
The re.tio of control area to airfoil area therefore must’
be sufficiently large.that, wtth theeq maxinu~. deflection,
the control surfaces ara capable of producing the lift~
necessary for proper control at cr*tical operating condi-’
ti.olle.
An analysis of data in references 1 to 3 indicates
that, if a smnll-chord sontrol surface is allowed to de-
flect considerably more than 30° or if two flap8 are
allowed to deflqct simultaneously tn the same directiop,
greater lifts and smaller stick forces. can be obta~ned
vith small-chord flaps thm can be obtained with conven-
tional control surfaoss deflected the copventioqal amount6
alrea&y steted.
,.
The purpose of this psyer is to show %h~ extent to
which impvoved control cha~acteristies can be obtained by
departing from the e~stomnry ~ontro~-surfece sizes and
the customary ranges of ~ontrol-surface deflection. . -
‘- Throughout the paper, the conventional control surfaces .
already neptioned are us~d as a basis for comparison with
proposed arrangement, .,
,-
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AFPARANJS Up MODEL
#
The tests weye made in the 3A(JA 47 by 6~foot vertical
tunne+ (reference 4). The test section “of this tunnel has
been converted from the-original open, circular, 5-t?oot-
diamete~ jet to a closed, r~ctangular, + by 6-foot throat
f~r force teste of mod~le in two-dimensional flow.’ A
three-component balance system bas been insta>lqd $n the
tun~el in order that force-test measurements of lift, drag,
and pitching m~mant may be made. The hinge moments of
both flaps”were measured with ele~trically indicatiw,
cantilever-b~~, wire..strain gages.
The 2-foot-chord by.+foot-span mode~ (fig! 1) was
made of laminated mahogany to the NACA 0009 airfoil con-- h
tour. t!h~ forward and rearward flaps were al~o built of
mahogany end their- respective chords were 20 perceqt of
the airfoil chord (0.20c) and 15 percent of the airfot~ -
chord (0015c), The 0.0050 gaps b~tween the airfoil and
the forward f14p and betweqn the $orward and th~~
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flaps were sealed with grease f-or some tests and were
left open for others, ‘
TESTS
The NACA 0009 airfoil with the 0.20c forward flap
and the 0.15c rearward flap! when mounted in the tunnels
completely spanned the test section. With this type of
test installation, two-dime’nsional flow is approximated
and the section characteristics of the model may be de- “
termi~ed. The model was attached to the balance frame
by torque tu-oes that extended through the sides of the
turmel. The angle of attack was set from outside the
tunne~ by rotating the t~rque tules with “an electric
drive. Defections of each flap were qet insidq the tun-
nel by templets and were held by friction “c3amps.
.The tests were made at a Qneuic preesure of 15 pounds
per square foot, which corresponds to a velocity of about
76 miles per hour. ‘I-heeffeotive Reynolds number of the -
tests was approximately .2,’760,000. (Effective Reynolds
number = test ~eynoid~ number X turbulence factor. The
tur’oulence factor for the N~cA 4- ‘oy &foot vertical tun- .
nel is 1.93.)
The tests were made at the flap deflections indicated
in fi~ure 2. The values of lift, drag, pitching moment,
end both flap hinge moments were read for all tests through-
out the angle-of-attack range from negative stall to posi-
tive stall. All readings were taken at 2° increments of
a~gle of attack except near the stall, where the incrqment
was reduced to 1°+ I
Symbo 1S
~he coefficients and the sym-bols used in this paper ‘
,.
are defined as follows;
Ct .airfoil section lift coefficient (z/qc)
Cdo airfoil sectio~ profile-drag coefficient (do/qc)
cm airfoil section pitchivgwmowent coefficient (m/qca)
.
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forward-flap section hinge-moment, coefficient (hl/qc48) ,
forward-flap eection binge-moment coeffic.ie~t (hl/qca)
rearwa.rd-f.lap sactio~ hinge-moment coefficient (h8/qcaa)
rearward-flap s~.stio~ hiqga-~oment coefficient (he’/qc8)
control-stick fog pE@@3.) Zt$qge-momerit coefficient
(E&c’) (S9E WJ’Wtioll (2). )
where 6
7/
do
m
i“
.C
.
C@
airfoil section pitchin~ tioaen+ qbout quarter-chord
point of airfoil
forward-flap section binge ENMRent
rearward-flap eectio~ tiinge moment
control-stick (or pedal) hirige moment
chord of forward flap with rearward flap neu%ral -
.
chord of rearward flap
dynanic pressure
. .
. .
and
angle of attack for airfoil 03 infinite aspect rO,tio
..
.’
flap deflection with respect to $urface ahead
deflection~f ~o~?ara flap +:iih rospact to airfoil
-
deflection of re~r~ar~ flep with respec$ to forward
flap . .
.
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68 deflection of an aerodynamically equivalent tiingle-
flap control surface having a deflection equal to
that of the control stick
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The subscripts outside the
parameters tidicate the factors
measurement of the parsmed%rs.
parentheses around the
held constant during the
T“&ou.ghoutthis paper.
‘rcontrolsticlrr’is used as a general term for the control-
mrface actuating device, whether it be a stick, a wheel,
or pedals.
Precision
.-
The accuracy of the data is indicated by the devia-
tion from zero of the lift and moment coefficient~ at an
angle of attack of 0° with both flaps neutral. The maxi-
mum error in effective angle of attack at zero lift a~pears
to %0 about W.3°, Deflections of the flaps were set to
an accuracy of %.2°. Tunnel corrections, exp&imeut&Lly
determined in the NACA k- by 6-foot vertical tunnel, were
\ applied only to the lift. The hinge moments are probably
slightly higher than would be Gbtaimd in free,air and
the wl-ms yresented are consequently considered conserv-
ative. The drag valves are suh~ect to unknown tunnel and
turbulmce corrections.
Presentatioa of Data
The aeroi@ami.c section characteristics of the NACA
0009 ajrfoil with the O,20c plain forward flaP and *he
O.l>c ylain rearwexd flap, botk having uaaesled gaps, are
pz’emzxed in figure 3. The characteristics of the airfoil
wltllboth flaps sealed and deflecting together are given
in figure l(a) for d5 /dS1 = 1 and in figure h(b) for
dSz/d61 a 2. The ohar~cteristics of the airfoil with the
forward flap sealed and locked neutral for various deflec-
tions of the unsealed and sealed rearward flap are yre-
sented in figure ~; similar characteristics of the airfoil
with the r%z’ward flap sealed and neutral for various
deflections of the unsealed and sealed forward flap are
pressnied in figure 6. Figures 7’and 8 show comparison
cumes of the lift available from given flap deflections
and of the stick hinge moment required to produco given
lift izmremen-tsfor O.50c, O.30c, O.20c, @ O.15c plain
flaps and for severel arre.ngomentsof double plain flaps.
Comparisons similar to those of figwes 7 and 8 are given
‘Q tables 1 and II in tho form of the variom lift and
h~+mment yerameiers, wl~ch are cp~licabiO ovOr only
a small ren~ of U and 5. A comp.miacn of the dmg
daracterist:c5 of the various singlm and double flqp~ at
em an~-.e& attack of Oc is presented in fi~, “9.,
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DISCUSSION
Lift
B .,The aerodynamic characteristics of various donble-
A flap control systems that consis~ of a 0.20s ~~lain forward
flap aud a 0.35c plain rearward flap defl~cting afi various
rat~’s with respect to the cGntrol stick can-be estimate?
from the test data presented i~ figures 3 and 4. These
data ij~d~<ate that the slope of the lift curve Cla
gr9at :“egardles? ,0<.~ap.cGn’litioQ. ,T-his eff~~t i~ char-
a~teristic of .~mall-chord flaps (reference 5).
,
T~rJu&hov.v the angle-of-attack range, an increase in
the deflection 5f eithex flap cause?- fia increase iu air-
foil- sec’.:.onl:ft until the sum of the deflectic.ns of both
fl.Yps reached shout 70°. , As usv.al, the increments ,of lift
per l:nit fl..p deflection beoame smaller as t~e fiap dcflec-
tijn b~~iun< lergcc. A sum?rary “of lift-effect ~veness
parameters
.(%)C1, ‘for ‘ea,:hflap deflected 5’LC.IIe vith the
various gap con.ditions’iested” is included in ta~:le 1. The
vaiu~s fcr each fl~p with sealed gap check Hell wi;li these
~rodict,.od f:>ou tha data presented in rs:erence 7. ‘1:’.9~L if t
‘effe~tivonec~ of both flnps de’crease.d w-aerit-he gep a.t the
nose wa3 unseale’~, Tie fortva~d flap showed a c.till frrther
decrease in “l”lft”effectiveness but the rearward flap dtd
net vben ‘ooth gaps were cpen. The effe”ctivenese of a
Goubie-flap combination K,tiybe expressed in ter~s of the
~ff~eti~eness of each fla~ P.nd the relati~e rates of de-
f19ct5c)G. Thu S
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angle of attack, all flaps of this group produce alout
the same positive lift. A 0.15c single flap produces
considerably more lift when deflected positively 60° at
zero and positive angles of attack than does a 0,30c flap
deflected 30°. At a large negative angle of attack, the
Q.30c flap ~roduces greaterlift.
H3nge Moments
The test points for the.flap hinge-moment coefficients
plotted in figur,es 3 to 5 are in some cases somewhat errati-
cally dispersed about the faired curves. A large part of
this dispersion was caused by continued improper function-
ing of the electrical strain-gage units that were used in
measuring the hinge gwments. In fairing the curves some of
the test points beliaved to be in error have been disre-
garded. It was not considered north the time and the effort
required to check ea~h doubtful hinge-moment test point
because, for this investigation, lift rather than hinge-
moment characteristics were of primary importance. The
hinge-moment curves of figure 3(e) for ba = 200 and of,
figure 3(f) for 62 = 25d appear to be in error, although
the tes,ts were repsated throughout the angle-of-attack
range. Jt is lelieved that the data presented adequately
define the hinge-moment characteristics of the unbalanced
flaps tested. .
The hinge moments of the 0.20c and the 0.15c flaps
change very little with angle of attack for low flap de-
flections; hence, these small-chord flaps have very little
floating tendency. At large positive deflections, tha
hinge moments change rapidly froin a large negative value
at zero and positive lifts to almost zero at large negative
lifts. This rapid change of hinge-moment coefficient oc-
curs ia the same lift range and at the same large flap
deflections for which the slope of the lift curve ct~
becomes excessively steep. Whether the hinge-moment
coefficient will reach a sufficiently large positive value
at large, stalled, negative angles of attack to give rudder
lock remains a subject for further investigation. These
data indicate that, at the negative stall, the hinge-moment
coefficient for all positive deflections is nearly zero?
Even if the control surface should blow over at the stall,
therefore, little force would be required to bring the
control back to zero deflection.
. .
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The-hinge-moment slopes measured at small anglea o~
attack and at small ciefleotions are presented in table I
for various gap conditions. The slopes cha and ch~
for the flaps ‘with sealed gaps are in close agreement with
thos-e predicted from the parameters presented in reference
7. The slopes given in table I can be used to estimate
reletive characteristics of double-flap control systems
of the t~pe considered. In dealing With the hinge moments”
of double-flap systemst it is convenient to compute the
stick hinge monent, which in effect is the hinge moment of
an aerodyne.mically equivalent single-flap control surface
having a deflection equal to the deflection of the control
stick. The stick hinge-moment coefficient based on air- ‘ J
foil chord is then ‘.
(2)
It can bb ehown that the rate of change of stick
. hinge-moment coefficient with stick deflection is
. .
(3) ‘
!lhe values of the hinge-moment terms
dbe
ch 1
w:.
..
61 ‘.“Chl 58 ~~
dt5a
and ch + ch88 ah of equation (3) can be.read directly
1 2Z
,,
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from the c~ves press.n-ted in fi6~res 3 to 6, The rate “of.
change of stick-+i.pg e-moment coefficient with angle of .
attack may be expressed as
“ The par&meterEJ Chl and ch2 ~ measured from the data
presented in figure: 3.to 6 are given in table I.
Table II has been computed from the data of *he pres-
ent report and of references 1, 2, and 5 by means of equa-
tions (1) to(4) and the following relationships:
(CH %)cz ‘(cg%la + (cH.J,, (a’s)c,
The rate of deflection d61/d5s for each’ of the
(6)
(7)
control
surfaces giveu, in table II has been adjusted in accordance
with equation (1) in order that each surface gives
a~s = -0.77, whiah is the li”ft effectiveness of a se~led
0.50c plain flap. . “
.,
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The parameters in table II are a direct measure of
the relative stick forces of the various control-surface
arrangements having the same lift effectiveness; the
effects of control chord and mechanical advantage have
been taken into account byequations (1) and (2). Table
II indicates that, although the value of cH for a
‘a
0.50C plain flap can be reduced by using A 0.50c double
flap, the rearward flap of the combination was too small
to give an appreciable reduction in
c=%~”
Because
/ \(.) has been reduced without a comparable reductionC%a 58
in
()
c%&8 ~’ the value of
()
cH~8 . ~ which is a meas-
. s cl
.
.
‘. ure of aileron stick forces in rollingjhas actually been
increased over that of the plain flap. The 0.30c single
aad the 0.30c double flaps show appreciable reduction in
hinge-moment parameters over those for the 0.50c plain , ‘“
flap. Here again the rearward flap of the combinat on
was too small to give an appreciable reduction in
()“hs~~ ~ .
over that of the single flap. The 0.20c dou%le f.la~ test”ed .
was” designed to have a r arward flap sufficiently large ~
that reduetion in
()
%6* ~ over that of a 0.20c single
flap could be realized. The results $ndicate tha’t such
reductions occurred when the gaps were sealed. Introduc-
ing a second gap to make a double flap from a single un-
sealed flap had decidedly adverse effects both on lift aud
on hinge moment. In order to work effectively, double
plain flaps must be sealed. The sealed
()
.20c double flap
gave less thaq one-fourth the value of chs~s ~t about
one-sixteenth the value of
‘)
chsa ~~~ and about one-half
\
()
\
the value of that the 0.50c plain flap gave.
ch%s Ct
The lift effectiveness a~s of the sealed 0.20c double
and the 0.50c plain flaps is the same and the maximum
lift characteristics at-various angle
()
of attack have al-
ready been discussed. The value of Cl& free’ which is
proportional to the control-free stabzlity of the airplane!
.“ has been inqreased from 0.038 for the 0.50c plain flap to
.’
0.082 for the 0.20c double flap. Because of a great reduc-
tion in floating tendency, the airplane control-free
stability can te more than doubled ‘oyusing a small-chord
.“
single- or double-flap control surface rather than a large-
chord single-flap surface.
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The lift-producing characteristics of small-chord
single and double flaps have been compared with those of
typical conventional control surfaces in figure ‘7. The
stick hinge-moment curves of these same flaps are compared
ia figure 8 at three angles of attack when the rate of
deflection d81/d8~ of each has been adjusted to give
nearly the maxim,um available lift to each arrangement for
d the critical operating conditions. These maximum-lift
characteristics? which are nearly the same for all arrange-
ments have already been discussed. In interpreting these
curves, it should be remembered that the control stick is
assumed to be limited to a maximum deflection of 300 and
that the stick hinge moment takes account of the mechani-
cal a~vc.~$age; therefore, no extrapolation of the curves
to highe.c lift is justified without increasing the slope
of the Vho-!.ecuTve In accordance w~th the consequent in-
crease~ mechenicaj. advantage of the control surface over
the co~t~ol stic’k. Conversely, if these curves are short-
ened by decreasing 81tiaxt and hence c ~maxt a corre-
sponding decrease in the slope of each. .curve can be. .
realized.
The data shown in figure-8 indicate that, for positiye
deflections at attitudes which are critical for rudder .
(ao = 0° a?d 80), the stick..liinge moment ‘of ~ 0.50c flap
is many times as great as that of a 0.20c double flan. At
attitudes that are critical for elevator .(ao = -.120) ,
however, the stick hinge moments of the double-flap
arrangements lie between those of the 0.50c and the 0.30c
plain flaps. It should _be-noted that small hinge moments
are obtained from the 0.30c and the 0.50c flaps a-t U. = -12°
only b,ecause of the large floating tendencies of these flaps;
whereas the 0.20c double ‘flaps do not float appreciably.
At a. = 6°, the floati.tig tendency of the large-chord ’single
flap acts to increase the stick hinge moment. The stick
hinge moments of the 0.50c, the 0.30c, and the 0.20c single
flaps increase suddenly when a preliminary air-flow ~
separation apparently occurs at about tlie middle of the de-
flection range; whereas the cHe -curve for the double flap
is nearly linear. At small deflections, the Q.20c double
flap has about the same stick hinge moment as the 0.20c
single flap but, at large deflections, the stick hinge
moment of the double flap is decidedly less. This fact is
true with either sealed or open gaps. With open gaps, the
hinge-moment curves for the double flap are nearly coinci-
dent regardless of the relative rate of deflection of the
two flaps d6a,/d81. lfith sealed gaps, the double flap
‘f
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tended to give less stick hinge moment when the rearward
flap moved faster than the forward one. Table II indicates
that, when d81/d8~ was adjusted to give the same c@~
for each arrangement, however, the stick-moment parameters
were about the same.
Although the stick hinge moments of the 0.20c double
plain flap are much smaller than those of the 0.50c and
0.30c plain flaps, they are not small enough for use as
rudders or elevators on large high-speed airplanes.’ The
double flap is, however, well. adapted for use ‘with the
overhang (inset hinge) or the internal type of aerodynamic
balance. It is believed that tests of such arrangements
are warranted on the basis of the promising results ob-
tained from the present investigation.’ A small-chord
balanced double flap of large lift effectiveness should
make a desirable aileron because the aileron span may be
decreased in proportion to the iucreased lift effective-
ness and there%y may permit the use of large-span high-
lift devices on the v?.ng.
..
.,
Drag
The drag of each singl’e- and double-flap arrangement:
tested has been plotted for unstalled angles of attack in
figures 3 to 6. A cross plot of drag data at an aagle of
attack of 0° is presented in figure 9 for tarious single-
and double-flap arrangements. Unfortunately, no profile-
drag data for-a 0.50c flap were available for comparison.
Figure 9 shows that, with sealed gap and at small lift
coefficients (c] <064), the drag of all arrangements
was nearly the same. At large lift coefficients, the “
double-flap arrangement with the rearward flap deflected
twice as far as the forward flap gave the least drag.
The favorable pressure gradient ahead of the hinge of the-
rearward flap therefore apparently delays separation of
air flow because, at a given large cl $ the 0.20c double
flap with d88/d61 = 1 gave less drag”than the 0.20c
single flap, and the dou%le flap with d8a/dbl =2in
turn gave less drag than that with d~z~dtjl = 1. The drag
characteristics at other angles of attack were similar to
those shown in figure 9 for an angle of attack of OO.
With open gap, however, the double flap still gave
.
“ less drag at large lifts than the single flaps! “although
increasing the rate of deflection of the rearward flap
.
.
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incre~.sed the drag. It should be remembered that, in the
open-gap condition, the double flap had two gaps open;
whereas the single flap had only,one gap open.
Pitching Moments’
I?he pitching-moment curves (figs. 3 to 6) are some- . .
what similar to the hinge-moment curves in that they are
liuear for low flap .deflections aud change rapidly witli
lift coefficient at large flap deflections in the range “
iuwhich CZU becomes very steep. The curves “are charac- ‘
teristic of small-chord flaps (reference 6). Pitching-
moment parameters measured from the data of figures 3 to
6 are given in table I. Eor small flap deflection, the .
aerodynamic center of the lift caused by change in angle
of attack was located .betweea the 0.23c and the 0.24c
stations regardless of gap condition. This aerodynamic .
oenter shifts rearward at large flap deflections when “cta
becomes very steep. ‘When trimmed in the landing attitude,
an air-plane with a.small-ohord elevator should t~erefore
experience iacreased” statility for two reasons: first and
most important, the slope of the lift curve of the tai~ .: “
increased markedly and, seco~dl~, the aerodynamic center --
of the tail inoves rearward. The aerodynamic center of the
lift caused by.change in flap deflection with sealed gaps
was located at about the 0.44c station. for the 0.20c””flap
and at .ti~ont the 0.47c station for the 0C15C flap- . with :
%ot~ gaps.open, the locatiop shifted about 0.03c rearnard “-
for each flap. The data of reference 5 indicate that. the
aerodynamic center of the lift due to deflection” of a
sealed 0.30c flap is at the 0.40c station. For double-
flap arrangements, the aerodynamic center s~ould be be- “‘-
tween that for the 0.20c single flap and ‘that.for the”O=150..
single flap at a distance proportional to the amount of “
the total lift contributed by each flap. An inspection of
figure4 shows that, for d82/d61 = 1 and 2, the aerody-. .
namic center lies at about 0.45c in both cases. It should .
be remembered that this aerodynamic center io a function
of aspect ratio and will move toward.$he trailing edge as
the as~ect ratio is decrease~. ..
‘, . .
CONCLUSIONS
..
,. .“
Tests have been made of the NACA 000S airfoil with a
double plain flap that consisted .of a plain forward flap
16
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having a chord 20 percent of the airfoil chord (0.20c)
and q 0.15c plain rearward flap. A comparison of the
results of the present tests and of previously published
tests with the characteristics of conventional control
surfaces indicated the following general conclusions:
1. A 0.20c s,ingle or a 0.20c double plain flap de-
flected 60° positively at zero and positive angles of
attack was capa%le of producing lift as great or greater
than a 0.50c plain flap deflected 30°. At large negative.
angles of attack, these small-chord flaps were capable of.
‘producing as much positive lift as a 0.50c plain flap
deflected l?O.
2. A 0.20c double plain flap was capable of produc-
ing adequate lift for use as a rudder or as an aileron.
For use as an elevator, however, a double flap of slightly
larger chord may be required if more than 30° deflection
of a conventional 0.30c elevator or more than 17° deflec-
tion~of a conventiorial 0.50c elevatar is required to land
.the airplane.
..,.
.. 3. i?hen adequately ‘Dalanced,’ small-chord double. flaps
of large lift effectiveness should be desirable for use
.
as “ailerons because the aileron span may be reduced and
thereby may permit the use of larger-span high-lift devices.
4. With a 0.20c double plain flap, a lift 6ffective-
ne”ss per unit stick (or pedal) deflection equal to that of
a 0.50c single plain flap can be obtained by adjusting the
rate of flap deflection with stick (or pedal) “deflection.
Under these conditions, the 0.20c double plain flap had a
rate of c’hange of stick hinge moment with .augle of attack
that was about one-sixteenth that for the 0.50c flap and a
rate of change of stick hinge. tioment with stick (or pedal)
deflection that was less than one-fourth that for the 0.50c
flap. .
.
? 5. with controls free, the slope of the lift ‘curve
for a control surface having a 0:20c single”or a 0.2C)C
double plain flap “is more than twice that for a control
surface having a 0.50c single plain flap. .The control- .
free stability of the airpla~e will very ‘Accordingly.
6..Although the stic~.hinge. moments of small-chord
double plain flaps are” much less than tho~e of large-chord
single flaps, they are not small enough for use as con-
trol surfaces oa large high-speed airplanes.
.
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7. In order to function efficiently, a double-flap
control surface must have sealed. gaps and the rearward
flap must have a chobd that is a large percentage of the
chord of the forward flap.
. .
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TABLE I
PARAMECER VALUES FOR I?ACA0009 AIRFOIL WITH A O.20c PIAIN
FOWRD FLAP AND A O.15a PLAIN RRARUARD FIAP
.
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no8e
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Sealed
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0.005C ----- ------- -------
Sealed -.43 -.0048 -.0118
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-------
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------- ------
-------
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nose
gap
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.O05C
Sealed
Sealed
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Sealed ----- ------- -------
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Sealed
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------- ------
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-.218
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0.020
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